In Chhatthare Limbu, many phonemes undergo allophonic alterations when occurring in different phonetic environments. Similarly, phonological changes of the stem or affix result from the interaction between phonemes in different morphological contexts. A monosyllabic stem final consonant syllabifies with a vocalic suffix, causing a verb stem alternate between consonantal and vocalic suffixes. Various types of affixal strings show different phonological processes such as deletion, epenthesis and assimilation which contribute to allophonic and morphophonological changes.
Distribution of consonant phonemes
The phonemes of Limbu occur in initial, medial and final positions. In the following section, each phoneme is discussed. The phoneme /p/ has three variants, [p] , [p˺] and [b] . It is pronounced as [b] if it occurs intervocalically or after a nasal consonant as in (2b-c). However, in initial position in a limited number of words, it contrasts with its voiced counterpart. If the preceding vowel is phonetically long, it is pronounced as [p] as in (2a). It is unreleased in final position, indicated by a diacritic [˺] in 2. It has two allophones: [pʰ] and [bʰ] .
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Distribution of /b/
[pʰ] is realized in initial position and [bʰ] after the prefix as in (4a) and after a nasal consonant as in (4b).
Distribution of /t/
/t/ is an unaspirated, voiceless, dental stop. It occurs in initial, medial and final positions. Hildebrandt (2007) , on the other hand, studies their distributions in the same dialect from prosodic and grammatical points of view. In Chhatthare Limbu, /l/ and /r/ are treated as different phonemes.
Distribution of /r/
/r/ is a palatal trill. It occurs in initial and medial positions.
arɔk 'only me' b. ri assertive particle pʰaru 'He helps him.' c. ro assertive particle ɦaru 'He bit him.'
/r/ occurs rarely in initial position, and does not occur syllable finally or word-finally in the native tongue. It is pronounced as [r] in all occurrences. But when it occurs in the assertive particle ro after a preceding consonant, it may change to [l] as an idiolectical variant as in teɡaŋlo ' I went', which is, normally, pronounced as teɡaŋro. In Nepali loan words, /r/ occurs in the final position such as in khir 'pudding', pir 'worry', tir 'arrow' etc. Similarly, it occurs word-initially in numerous loan words such as in rumal 'handkerchief ' rɔksi 'local wine', rɔŋ 'colour' etc.. One anonymous reviewer questions whether /l/ and /r/ are distinct phonemes on the basis of the data provided in this analysis. In fact, there are only a few minimal pairs to show this contrast. Historically, it is more so because these two sounds show mutually exclusive distribution even now. It is more likely that they were allophones of the same phoneme in the past. However, now, minimal pairs like makla 'maize cob after removal of corn', makra 'a kind of tree', a-lɔk 'my share', and arɔk 'only me' are available . They are contrastive in identical environments, and on this basis, these two sounds are distinct phonemes.
Distribution of /w/
/w/ is a semi-vowel. It occurs in the initial and medial positions. [j] . However, they are phonetically similar and mutually exclusive or they are complementary to each other. They are allophones. In some cases such as ba 'this' /b/ occurs as a phoneme. Similarly, in the verb heɡu 'He cut it', /ɡ/ occurs as a phoneme as mentioned earlier.
[jʰ] has only limited occurences such as with anjʰa 'my younger sibling, kunjʰa 'his younger sibling', kanjʰa 'your younger sibling' and nunjʰa 'our younger sibling'. It might have developed due to the contact with Athpahariya language.
There are no retroflex phonemes such as /ʈ/, /ʈʰ/, /ɖ/ and /ɖʰ/ in the native language. However, they have been borrowed from the Nepali language.
Constraints of consonants
The Chhatthare Limbu phonological system does not allow all consonants to occur in all positions. They have positional constraints as described below. 
Vowels
There are seven vowels in Chhatthare Limbu on the basis of quality contrast. For example ik 's/he twists', ek 'backbone', ɛk 'it breaks', ak 'it gets uprooted', ɔk, 'some sticky thing comes off ' and uk 's/he brings'. They can be divided into close, half-close, half-open and open vowels on the basis of tongue-height and front, centre and back on the basis of tongue-frontness. 
Diphthongs
Diphthongs are almost non-existent. When the verb stem final vowel occurs with interrogative suffix <-i>or nominal stem final vowel occurs with vocative case marker <-e, -o>, diphthongs are formed. 3 Syllable structure A word may have from one syllable to five syllables. A five-syllable word may consist of fifteen phoneme sequences. Glides such as /y/ and /w/ can occur following another phoneme in the onset position. But in the coda position, they cannot occur. 
Monosyllabic pattern
Morphophonological changes
In Chhatthare Limbu, the interaction between morphology and phonology triggers morphological and phonological changes simultaneously. These phenomena can be observed in stem+ (a single) suffix, stem+suffixal strings, prefix + stem, (single) prefix+stem+suffixal string and prefixal string+stem+ suffixal strings.
Stem+suffix
When a CVC syllable stem is followed by V-initial suffix, the coda consonant of the preceding morpheme re-syllabifies onto the suffix onset, thus forming syllables such as CV.CV, and violating a 'tautomorphemicity' principle as coined by Bickel (2003b) . When a CVC stem is followed by a C-initial suffix, the coda consonant of the preceding morpheme is deleted. These are detailed in the sections below.
Deletion
The stem-final consonants /w/, /r/, /y/ and /ɦ/ appear before a vocalic suffix, whereas they are elided before a consonantal suffix. These alternations can be captured by the rule as given in (36).
(36) {wryɦ} → Ø / __C According to Bickel (2003b) , "lexical morphemes in Belahare all minimally contain one syllable and the same is true for over 90% of the grammatical morphemes." This observation holds for Chhatthare Limbu, too. Lexemes have minimally a CVC syllable structure. When CVC + V is formed, it is resyllabified as CV.C+V. As a result, haw-u, phar-u, pey-a and neh-u are resyllabified as ha.wu, pha.ru, pe.ya and nɛ.hu.
In Chhatthare Limbu consonant phonemes like /w/, /r/, /y/ and /ɦ/ cannot occur in the syllable-final position. Therefore, when verb stems with these phonemes in syllable final position are followed by a consonantal suffix, they are deleted, but when followed by a vocalic suffix, they remain, constituting another syllable with the following vocalic suffix as given in (35a), (35c), (35e) and (35g).
Verb stems have post-syllabic consonants. They appear before a vocalic suffix, but are deleted before a consonantal suffix, as a consonant cluster is not licensed in syllable-final position. So, the last consonant in the cluster is deleted. The post-syllabic consonants such as /p/, /t/, /k/ and /s/ are deleted before the consonantal suffix. Hildebrandt (2007) argues that historically *CVCC is realized as CVCC before a vowel initial suffix and the stem resyllabifies as CVC.CV. Demonstrative adjective ba is a full grammatical word and it is prosodically independent. It is evidenced by the examples given in (38). When locative suffix follows it, the vowel is deleted and a prosodically independent full grammatical word is formed, as illustrated in (38b). Casali (1997) says that in many languages hiatus arises through morphological or syntactic concatenation, and is frequently resolved by eliding one of the adjacent vowels. In Chhatthare Limbu, as the example (38) shows, the first vowel is elided to resolve the hiatus. If a verb stem has a sequence of a voiceless velar stop /k/ and dental fricative /s/, or bilabial stop /p/ and alveolar fricative /s/, they both appear before a vocalic suffix as in (39a) and (39)c, but when they appear before a consonantal suffix, the post-syllabic consonant is deleted to respect syllable structure requirements and the syllable final /k/ changes to /ŋ/, as shown in (39b). The syllable final /p/ changes to /m / as in (39d). 
Assimilation
If a verb stem has a voiceless dental stop /t/ in a stem-final position, it surfaces as such before the vocalic suffix <-u> as in (41a) and (41c), but it undergoes homorganic assimilation before a consonantal suffix as in (41b) and (41d) This alternation can be captured by the rule in (42).
(42) t > p/ -m
The syllable final consonant /t/ of a verb stem undergoes affrication if it is followed by a voiceless, aspirated, alveolar affricate /cʰ/. However, in a slow speech it remains unchanged before /cʰ/. The application of these rules is shown in (44).
This alternation is captured by the rule in (45).
(45) t > c/ -cʰ A syllable final glottal stop /ʔ/ undergoes voicing assimilation when it is followed by a vocalic suffix, and specifically changes to a trill /r/, as exemplified in (46b), (46d) This situation can be presented in the rule in (48).
Exceptionally, /n/ occurs in the coda position in pʰen where /ʔ/ otherwise is expected. However, the /n/ becomes [r] before a vocalic suffix as shown in (46e-f ). The first person singular subject marker <-ŋa> undergoes progressive assimilation, retaining or changing its phonetic shape according to the consonant preceding it, as shown in (49). In (49a) and (49b) the nasal phoneme /ŋ/ retains its phonetic shape because it is preceded by the velar consonants /ŋ/ and /k. In (49c) and (49d) the velar nasal consonant /ŋ/ becomes dental in place of articulation ([n]) because it is influenced by the preceding dental nasal or stop consonant /n, t/ and in (49e) and (49f ) the nasal /ŋ/ becomes bilabial in place under the influence of the preceding bilabial nasal /m/ and bilabial stop /p/. The nasal does not undergo place assimilation when following a vowel.
This situation can be presented by the rule given in (50). 
Epenthesis
Homorganic nasals are inserted between the stem final consonant and the interrogative suffix, <-i>, locative suffix <-o> and vocative suffixes <-e, -o>. The nasal consonants assume their phonetic shapes according to the phonological environments as shown in (51). (51) a /p/ is inserted between the demonstrative adjective ba 'this' and locational adverb mo 'down' as in (52a), and /t/ is inserted between the demonstrative adjective ba and locational adverb to, as in (52b) when they are compounded. The glottal stop /ʔ/ is inserted between ba and yo as in (52c).
Stem+suffix strings
Deletion
The vowel /a/ in the initial position of the sequential suffix is deleted when it occurs after the first person singular suffix <-ma, na, ŋa> as shown in (53b), (53d) 
Epenthesis
In the first person singular agent and second person plural object configuration, there is an insertion of /n/ to avoid hiatus between the object marker <-na> and number marker <-i> as shown in (54a) and (54b). (54) a. <cʰu+na+n+i+ŋ> touch-1→2+EPN+PO+1SGA 'I touch you (P).' b. <set+na+n+i+ŋ> kill-1→2-EPN+PO+1SGA 'I kill you (P).'
The dental nasal consonant /n/ is inserted between an imperative suffix <-a> and the third person object suffix <-u> as shown in (55a-c). The velar nasal consonant /ŋ/ is inserted between the first person suffix <-ŋ> and the sequential suffix <-aŋ> as shown in (56a-c). In these cases, only the segment is geminated, not the aspiration feature.
Voicing assimilation
The stem-initial voiceless stops /p/, /t/ and /k/ and affricate /c/ are voiced after the prefix, which is vowel-only or CV. 
Prefix-Stem+Suffix-string
The suffixal part of negative morpheme is <-nen> after the consonant as illustrated in (61).
(61) <ma+lɔps+u+m+nen> NEG-beat-3O+1/2 PA-NEG/ADH 'Let's not beat him.'
Prefix-string+ Stem+Suffix
The negative prefix undergoes regressive or anticipatory assimilation (shown in bold face) to the following consonant in (62). (2007:17) . In addition, the data also exhibit that the suffixal part of negation is <-nen> after the stem.
Prefix-string+ Stem Suffix-string
The suffixal part of the negative is <-nen>after the consonantal suffix. (64) a. <ka+n+deps+u+m+nen> 2+NEG-catch+3O+1/2 PA+NEG 'You will not catch him.' In (75a) the negative marker surfaces as [n-] because the stem-final coda is /t/, which is a dental stop. Similarly, in (75b) and (75c) 
Concluding remarks
This article has shown the contexts of interaction between phonology and morphology, including processes such as deletion, epenthesis, assimilation, and voicing. This article has also presented information on phonemes, minimal pairs, distribution, positional constraints, syllable structures and words containing minimal through maximal syllables. There are other types of allomorphy that are grammatically motivated, for example in words like po 'it grows', pʰo 's/he grows something' but these are not elaborated on because they are not productive in Chhatthare Limbu.
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